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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Judgment is moving, but it's moving too slowly — "Because 4 
sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the 5 
heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil" (Ecclesiastes 6 
8:11). 7 
It's time for your brain massage®: 8 
[TRUTH] 9 
Okay, let's clear the desk and get focused.  10 
CNN+ got subtracted—went totally minus! The Communist News 11 
Network tried to rebrand in order to recover audience but only 12 
proved Trump right, again: if you go woke, you go broke! No one 13 
is listening to CNN anymore. They are now an unfunny joke!  14 
Disney lost 20 BN in shareholder value because they decided to go 15 
woke! What these people don't understand is that WE REALLY 16 
DON'T NEED YOU! And we are sure not going to continue 17 
feeding our children to your perverse "pleasure Island."  18 
Florida rejects 41% of Math textbooks because they violate Florida 19 
State law prohibiting CORE curriculum, and social-emotional-20 
learning, instead of straight up 2+2. And when they do go into 2+2, 21 
the sum is up to you! Makes sense! Why not let kids pick their own 22 
answers in an environment where you can choose your gender, and 23 
pretend you are something you are not? 24 
I foresee a day when the purpose of testing will be to explore how 25 
students choose to answer and every answer will be considered 26 
equivalent to correct. Well, unless they answer outside the 27 
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parameters of government mind control protocols! Tests will be 28 
designed to identify kids who are not thinking correctly.  29 
Why do I keep getting messages from the GOP saying I don't love 30 
Trump unless I give them money to join Truth Social? Why do I 31 
pay GOP for the privilege of joining Truth Social? Does Trump 32 
approve of this nonsense? Sounds like a scam to me! 33 
Libs of Tik-Tok— wokeism on display! Joe Rogan found this cool 34 
Twitter feed that collects videos of libs discussing their favorite 35 
issues and posts them on her anonymous Twitter page. Joe's 36 
endorsement sent the Twitter feed into hyper-drive, from 65k to 37 
920k followers in a few days. 38 
It's perfect because there is no commentary, no editorializing, 39 
nothing — just crazy libs putting their insanity on display for all to 40 
see. The account was anonymous, until someone who totally 41 
understands the brutality of social media stalking and attacks — 42 
someone who literally cried during an interview about how mean 43 
people were to her on social media responding to an article she 44 
wrote — a WaPO journo-terrorist (thank you Brighteon—Mike) 45 
Taylor Lorenz decided to launch a social media attack on a 46 
conservative—cause, that's okay—if conservatively inclined readers 47 
of her tripe get triggered and send her a barrage of negative 48 
feedback, well, that's terrible, mean, evil, even sinful—but if she 49 
does it to a conservative, well, that's good, holy, righteous — you 50 
understand how it is! So Lorenz posts private information about 51 
the Libs of Tik-Tok Twitter account holder in an attempt to shame 52 
her into silence. But that was not enough! Washington Post 53 
journalist Taylor Lorenz went to the homes of the account holder's 54 
family to harass them. 55 
These people are total maroons! When someone helps them get 56 
their message out, puts their videos in front of almost a million 57 
people, gives them exposure they could only dream of — liberals 58 
get all pushed out of shape because — well have you ever had the 59 
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experience of suddenly realizing what something you do or said 60 
looks like to others and it's really not that pretty? These people are 61 
totally cool talking to each other about their foolish, inane, insane 62 
ideas, but when they see it through the eyes of normal, straight, 63 
sane people — well, that's just embarrassing.  64 
WHY a CONVENTION of STATES is a foolish idea! The idea is a 65 
really bad one, but it's gaining momentum, I think mostly because 66 
the "great one" (Hannity's endearing epithet for Mark Levin) 67 
pushes it, and has been advocating for this for years. 68 
I love Levin! But just because I agree with 99.9999% if everything 69 
that great patriot says—read his books—listen to his commentary 70 
every chance I get—I have some questions about the idea of calling 71 
for a convention of states to rethink the Constitution, to FIX it! As 72 
if the Constitution is what is broken. 73 
Look, if WE DON'T FOLLOW THE CONSTITUTION WE 74 
HAVE, WHAT IN THE NAME OF ALL THAT IS HOLY MAKES 75 
YOU THINK THEY WILL FOLLOW A NEW ONE!  76 
Now, granted, there is plenty of evidence the minority nut jobs 77 
have used smoke and mirrors to make us think they are the 78 
majority, that conservatism is on the decline, that Christian 79 
conservative patriotism particularly is as dead as they think GOD 80 
is. And the rhetorical "we" have a lot to answer for with so many 81 
Sardis and Laodicean "Christian" churches that display a great deal 82 
of flesh life but they are spiritually dead — a pack of dogs doing 83 
their pony shows, upchucking their sinful indulgence in a phony 84 
worldly sorrow driven "repentance" then turning around and 85 
licking it up again — yum, yum — a pen of pigs wallowing in the 86 
muck created by perverting grace, turning it into lasciviousness, 87 
trampling into the muck whatever pearls of truth happen to fall 88 
into their pen — a herd of goats that eat anything put before them, 89 
butting heads and kicking, and biting each other — churches that 90 
boast all the accouterments of SUCCESS as the world measures it, 91 
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with a name they live, well funded, rich, that put on the best show 92 
in town, that draw them in by appeals to the flesh only to discover, 93 
you only keep them with what you used to get them — ear tickling 94 
compromisers — who hate the Jeremiah's God sends among them, 95 
reject God's messenger and despise God's message — mock him, 96 
discredit him, even cast him into a dungeon, a slime pit, and 97 
delight to watch him sink. But God sends an Ethiopian to draw 98 
him out and God sustains these preachers of righteousness as they 99 
hold forth for God be thanked, there is a remnant! 100 
But while it's true, when Disney gets stupid and decides to publicly 101 
oppose a State's effort to protect children from being groomed for 102 
inclusion into the LGBTQ1A+ (friend, this is insanity) — they get 103 
hammered with a 20 billion dollar loss in shareholder value, they 104 
turn off millions of moms and dads, they — and by the way, I love 105 
DeSantis and agree Disney should not be allowed to "govern 106 
themselves" to provide their own policing — especially not if they 107 
agree strangers should talk to children as young as five years old 108 
about sex, about homosexuality, about lesbianism, about this 109 
phony transgender nonsense — they PUT THEMSELVES ON 110 
DISPLAY for all to see what they really are — and no way should 111 
Disney be allowed to keep their policing affairs private — by all  112 
means, REMOVE THE CRAZY POLICY of allowing Disney to 113 
have it's own private government within the government — 114 
what??? Stop that yesterday! But not because Disney decided to 115 
show every mother and father exactly what they think about the 116 
sexual exploitation of children, not because they spoke up about 117 
this, that's free speech, but because when they spoke up, they 118 
EXPOSED THEMSEVLES — they exposed themselves to be like 119 
the creeper lurking about playgrounds drawing our kids away from 120 
their parents like hyenas. 121 
Yeah, I think we should zero in on these two issues today — so, 122 
hold on through the break; I'll be right back 123 
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Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 124 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 125 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 126 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 127 
liberty. 128 
Why we cannot trust government medical establishment science. 129 
Let's kick off with the current mask mandate madness. 130 
I've written a short book exposing mask hysteria. We will begin 131 
distribution as soon as I'm able. Call me if you want to help! 132 
Before the COVID thing, Fauci and his cohorts all agreed masks do 133 
not provide protection from something so small as a virus—unless 134 
you use the N95, which government "authorities" encourage the 135 
public to NOT use. It has to be fitted carefully, and usually requires 136 
someone to help you, the seal is easily compromised requiring the 137 
mask to be refitted, it's difficult to wear for long periods, most 138 
doctors who use them can only tolerate them for thirty minutes to 139 
an hour. They collect moisture as you breath, which requires you 140 
to exchange masks — it's totally undoable for general public use, so 141 
they rightly recommend the public against using them. Instead, 142 
they push the surgical mask, and homemade cloth masks.  143 
But they KNOW these masks DON'T WORK! In Feb. of 2000, as 144 
the pandemic was picking up steam, Fauci wrote an email 145 
answering a question from a government employee who asked if 146 
she should wear a mask to protect her from getting sick while 147 
traveling. He answered: "The typical mask you buy in the drug 148 
store is not really effective in keeping out virus, which is small 149 
enough to pass through the material."1 He is right. The virus 150 

                                     
1 https://nationalfile.com/fauci-told-former-obama-admin-official-in-a-private-email-dont-wear-a-mask/ Here is the full text of Dr. 
Fauci's email referenced in this article: "Sylvia: Masks are really for infected people to prevent them from spreading infection to 
people who are not infected rather than protecting uninfected people from acquiring infection. The typical mask you buy in the drug 
store is not really effective in keeping out virus, which is small enough to pass through the material. It might, however, provide some 
slight benefit in keep [sic] out gross droplets if someone coughs or sneezes on you. I do not recommend that you wear a mask, 
particularly since you are going to a very low risk location. Your instincts are correct, money is best spent on medical 
countermeasures such as diagnostics and vaccines. Safe travels."  
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particle is 120 nanometers and the weave of the masks he is talking 151 
about provides holes that are 300 nanometers almost three times 152 
the size of the particle they are supposed to block. 153 
Yet this is the mask they hand you in a doctor's office, or dentist's 154 
office, in the post office, at air ports, on planes, on trains, they hand 155 
you a surgical mask, the kind you can buy in your local pharmacy, 156 
that COMES IN A BOX THAT HAS PRINTED ON THE BOX A 157 
DISCLAIMER — and here is an example of a typical disclaimer 158 
you'll read on a box of surgical masks: "Masks are NOT 159 
DESIGNED OR INTENDED TO PREVENT, MITIGATE, 160 
TREAT, DIAGNOSE OR CURE ANY DISEASE OR HEALTH 161 
CONDITION, INCLUDING COVID-19/CORONAVIRUS."2 162 
Hmmm. Fauci and the CDC said we needed to wear masks to 163 
mitigate, their word, the spread of COVID. 164 
This is outrageous! They KNOW these masks do not block a virus 165 
particle, but they MANDATE you wear one to protect the health of 166 
you and others. When Fauci was asked about his flip-flop on 167 
masks, He said masks are "largely symbolic." 168 
So where do they get this bit about scientific studies show masks 169 
work? 170 
There are two kinds of scientific studies done to confirm the 171 
truthfulness of a claim. One is called "observational science." The 172 
other is called Randomized Controlled Trials, or RCTs. 173 
Observational science is based on anecdotal evidence, much of it 174 
hear-say, and lacks the rigors of a carefully controlled scientific 175 
experiment, which can be expensive. This sort of study is not 176 
highly regarded by honest scientists. 177 

                                     
2 https://teepublic.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360047284753-Masks-Legal-Disclaimer-for-Customers Note: the N95 is the only 
mask rated to help block a particle as small as a virion (a complete infective form of a virus particle), but CDC expressly recommends 
against its use by the general public: see https://www.canopusgroup.us/pages/disclaimer-for-face-mask-n95. The reason is 1. These 
need to be fitted professionally to provide the protection they offer, and 2. Medical professionals need these masks, and there is 
concern about general use creating a shortage. 
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Like Fauci said, the gold standard of scientific study is the 178 
Randomized Controlled Trial, which is rigorous, and scientific. It 179 
uses carefully constructed experiments that are documented, and 180 
made available to the public so anyone could replicate the 181 
experiment to verify the results. That's science! 182 
Not ONE RCT supports the use of masks to control the spread of 183 
virus. Even a virus that carries snake venom into your system! Uh 184 
huh! And don't be fooled by the droplet argument. A surgical mask 185 
can block large droplets, but these begin evaporating immediately 186 
and within seconds, the virus particle is released to fly through 187 
your mask or get launched into the air. 188 
So you see, we CAN TRUST SCIENCE, but we can't trust modern 189 
SCIENTISTS.  190 
How about the FAKED Lancet study Fauci's friends put together to 191 
discredit Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) as an early treatment for 192 
COVID-19? The study was PROVED to be FALSE! The medical 193 
journal, Lancet, withdrew the study in shame and embarrassment. 194 
It was phony—but once the study got published in that respected 195 
journal, and reporters started repeating that a scientific study 196 
shows HCQ is ineffective and even dangerous — government 197 
health establishment medical people used it to ban its use, to 198 
prohibit doctors from prescribing it, same thing with Ivermectin, 199 
and this has resulted in hundreds of thousands of unnecessary 200 
deaths.3 We can trust SCIENCE, but we cannot trust 201 
GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENT SCIENTISTS. 202 
Make no mistake, Fauci is in on this, and so is the CDC. Neither of 203 
these have admitted the study was faked, neither has come out and 204 
admitted HCQ and Ivermectin are EFFECTIVE early treatments 205 
— they are liars, and murderers.  206 

                                     
3 Yahoo News, June 4, 2020 (Online: https://in.news.yahoo.com/controversial-lancet-study-linking-hcq-063453924.html — printed — 
4/15/21) See also https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2820%2931180-6/fulltext, where you can read 
the faked report and see that Lancet RETRACTED the entire article. 
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Fauci KNEW HCQ would be an effective treatment way back 207 
during SARS-CoV-1. 208 
Add it up! The only rationale for doing what these people have 209 
done is if they 1. Wanted to cull out the weak and feeble, mostly 210 
old folks and the obese, send them home with symptoms of 211 
COVID with NO TREATMENT (Like Newsome, Cuomo, 212 
Whitmere and some others did when they sent elderly people to 213 
their deaths by their policies). So people were instructed to go 214 
home return when they got really sick — and when they returned, 215 
they were shot up with Remdesivir — known by many reputable 216 
doctors to be virtual snake venom, producing all the symptoms 217 
associated with death by COVID, usually creating a need to be 218 
shuffled off onto a ventilator and then carried off to the morgue. 219 
These people are sick! They are pursuing a depopulation agenda 220 
under the cover of medicine. 221 
It's stuff like this that makes the allegations recently resurfacing 222 
that some unscrupulous government medical establishment 223 
doctors are pushing an agenda of ethnic cleansing targeting the 224 
black and Latin communities. Someone needs to tell us why Blacks 225 
and Latinos are dying at a rate twice that of whites. You might, 226 
understandably, dismiss something like this as a CIA dubbed 227 
"conspiracy theory" but in today's environment, with all that has 228 
been exposed and that we now know is true—it's something that 229 
should be looked at closely. Go here to get information about this.4  230 
Now friend, they want us wrangling over masks — I get it! For 231 
them, it's preferable to looking too closely at their work to combine 232 
snake venom DNA with Bat coronavirus DNA to create a "virus" 233 
that will carry venom into our bodies creating the exact same 234 
symptoms we know are associated with snake bite. But here's the 235 
thing! If you are fighting a gang—and they are ganging up on us—236 

                                     
4 https://www.brighteon.com/32daaa41-c698-47f5-a516-0cef844ed314 
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you must defeat the guy closest to you, the one landing blows, and 237 
blocking you from getting to the "boss."  238 
The mask debate is the easiest one to prove that requires the least 239 
amount of special scientific medical knowledge to address and for 240 
which there is a plethora of data available to show that they are 241 
LYING. 242 
We cannot trust the modern government medical establishment, 243 
or our government. Their irrational insistence on mask mandates 244 
proves they are up to something and it's something that is not 245 
good. They are lying to us, and using the force of government to 246 
coerce us into compliance with their experiment in population 247 
control. 248 
Okay, one more thing for today—I mean, there is so much. I just 249 
got word that a total of five food-processing plants have been 250 
mysteriously shut down. Two of them were shut down because a 251 
plane flew into them. Yeah, shades of 9/11. A major food shortage 252 
is being orchestrated? Good night, in an environment where we've 253 
been lied to repeatedly, like Obama did during his entire 254 
administration — you heard his latest speech? That wicked man 255 
literally outlined what he and the Demoncrats have been doing for 256 
decades now — God help us! These wicked people always tell you 257 
what THEY ARE or HAVE BEEN DOING buy blaming what they 258 
are doing on CONSERVATIVES. 259 
So, maybe tonight during my livestream COMFORT AND 260 
COUNSEL FOR THE PRESENT DISTRESS visit we can kick that 261 
around. But right now, as I conclude today's BRAIN MASSAGE® 262 
— I want to bring you up to speed on the Ukraine thing.  263 
Is US Military Preparedness being purposely compromised to 264 
facilitate a planned CCP attack? Are Putin and Xi colluding with 265 
Biden to soften America for the big takedown? Woah! Well, here's 266 
the deal! 267 
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Hal Brands is a defense analyst in Washington DC, author of From 268 
Berlin to Baghdad, and according to the Army War College, he 269 
works as Assistant Professor of Public Policy at Duke. He also is a 270 
guy connected to Henry A. Kissinger, and was a "Distinguished 271 
Professor at the Kissinger Center for Global Affairs at Johns 272 
Hopkins University's school of Advanced International Studies.5 273 
Here are some links to Hal Brands so you can, well, check out his 274 
brand. Get my notes. 275 
Anyway, he is someone we should listen to when he tells us "the 276 
arsenal of democracy is being depleted."6 He tells us Biden actually 277 
expected Putin would move in and easily take occupation of 278 
Ukraine and that the US would be involved only in a low-intensity 279 
Ukrainian insurgency. But surprise! Zelensky was made of sterner 280 
stuff (despite what Russian propaganda puts out about him — the 281 
Russian Pee tapes on Trump are not far removed from the Nazi 282 
line on Zelensky — be careful, we are literally surrounded by liars. 283 
You must verify stuff before you swallow it down. Some guys eat 284 
news like my Pug eats, well, anything — he indiscriminately 285 
swallows whole in one gulp whatever he finds in his mouth)! 286 
Anyway, the Ukrainians have surprised us all, and now this creates 287 
a problem. 288 
Betrayer in chief, Biden, can't throw the full weight of American 289 
power behind Zelensky, cause, well, then he would win and that 290 
would ruin everything. But for political reasons, he has to LOOK 291 
like he is rooting for DEMOCRACY in Ukraine. But now, it's 292 
getting expensive—Zelensky's forces are blowing through a week's 293 
worth of munitions deliveries in a DAY! It's depleting our own 294 

                                     
5 https://english.aawsat.com/home/article/3385956/hal-brands/china-running-out-water-and-%E2%80%99s-scary-asia  
https://press.armywarcollege.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1600&context=monographs  
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA528802.pdf 
6 Hal Brands: Ukraine war is depleting American's Arsenal of Democracy ONLINE: https://www.centralmaine.com/2022/04/21/hal-
brands-ukraine-war-is-depleting-americas-arsenal-of-democracy/ published 4/20/22, copied as pdf 4/21/22 
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munitions reserve. You can read more in the links I've provided 295 
here. 296 
Running short on time, so, here's my take. I think Biden has and is 297 
betraying America. Obama, Pelosi, and the rest are in league with 298 
the Make America Communist agenda. 299 
This has been going on for many years. Back in the Clinton 90s 300 
there was a scandal called Chinagate—remember that? You don't. 301 
Go hear and read about it.7 I remember! The CCP put their grubby 302 
panda paws into our election back in 1996 to keep Billy the rat in 303 
office cause he was very accommodating, helping the CCP get 304 
access to our US military secrets. Run that down! Some things 305 
never change — when you put wicked people in power, don't be 306 
surprised when they use the power to advance wickedness.  307 
Billy the rat? Yeah! Clinton was president in the US in the Chinese 308 
YEAR OF THE RAT! Perfect! 309 
These guys, I mean the Demoncrats, have been in bed with Russian 310 
and Chinese Communists right along! So Russia has the job of 311 
going into Ukraine to clean out Zelensky's alleged Neo-Nazis — to 312 
replace them with Putin's, and Xi's, and Biden's favorite Neo-Nazis.  313 
Russia's job, move in and involve America in a forever proxy war 314 
with Russia in Ukraine, drain US munitions, meanwhile destroy 315 
the US economy, push America to a total break down of 316 
confidence in their government—get them soft, and then the CCP 317 
can attack from Canada and Mexico. Since we've given all our anti-318 
tank missiles to Ukraine we will have to use sticky bombs and 319 
guerilla warfare in our streets to fight off the invasion. At least 320 
that's the scenario some paint for us with these facts. 321 
But we have patriots too! The country is more right than left—322 
most Americans don't want what is going on, but the devils have 323 

                                     
7 https://spectator.org/chinagate-and-the-clintons/ 
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"taken the kingdom by force" mostly by stealing our vote — that's 324 
what devils do! It's the only way they get power. 325 
So we are down to November 2022 — everyone is putting their 326 
hopes in a turn around in November. Get the Republicans back in 327 
control, and everything will be fixed. 328 
Yeah, well, we've been to that dance! We need GOD FEARING 329 
CONSERVATIVE CHRISTIAN PATRIOTS in office — but even 330 
then, we can't pull this nation under GOD out of the grip of the 331 
devils that hold it until we RETURN TO GOD. And I don't mean 332 
the population of the children of disobedience, I mean the 333 
REMNANT. The Remnant must turn to GOD. 334 
In Jeremiah's day, God was turning His nation under God over to 335 
the power of Babylon's king, Nebuchadnezzar for a seventy year 336 
period of chastisement. He said to them through his prophet: "Take 337 
away her battlements, for they are not the LORD's" (Jeremiah 338 
5:10). That's what happens when God is about to turn a nation over 339 
for judgment — He removes her military defenses. 340 
However, when the "remnant" approached Jeremiah for advice 341 
what to do promising to follow whatever the LORD said — he 342 
prayed for them for ten days and returned with God's answer, and 343 
His answer was amazing. God said He repented of the destruction 344 
He intended and offered to allow His remnant to remain in the 345 
land, with HIS BLESSING, PROTECTION, and FAVOR — He 346 
promised they would prosper and be at peace. But the prideful 347 
leaders of the remnant refused the counsel of Jeremiah, and fled to 348 
Egypt — exactly what God predicted they would do. 349 
So Jeremiah warned them, if you go to Egypt thinking to escape the 350 
famine, the famine would follow you into Egypt. If you flee to 351 
Egypt thinking to escape the sword, God said, I'll send my sword to 352 
chase you down in Egypt. That's what happened. 353 
Gotta close, come on out Sunday at 5 pm for my Issachar Report. 354 
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If we heed God's WORD, we come under His protection. If we 355 
refuse, if we think going after Egypt, always a figure of the 356 
WORLD, if we think we will outrun God's judgment, if we think 357 
the Republicans are going to save us, if we think our 2022 election 358 
is going to save us — watch out! By all means vote, and vote for 359 
God fearing conservative Christian Patriots — but unless the 360 
LORD steps in to save us, we will not be saved. 361 
Return to the HOUSE of GOD America! Wrap your self in 362 
sackcloth, and fast and pray, and REPENT and return to the GOD 363 
of our Fathers — humble yourself under His MIGHTY HAND, 364 
and THEN, when you RESIST the DEVIL and all his workers of 365 
iniquity, THEIR POWER WILL BE BROKEN and we will prevail. 366 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 367 
know if you see them. Call 1.805.314.2114; that's 1.805.314.2114, 368 
and leave a message for me on our listener response hotline. 369 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 370 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 371 
email. 372 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 373 


